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1. Introduction

University spinoffs (USOs) are seen as important and a potential means of generating wealth

through the commercialisation of research (Bray & Lee, 2000; Etzkowitz, 1998; Shane, 2002;

Vohora et al., 2004). They are becoming a significant global phenomenon with spinoff

activity increasing in many different regions, including the United States and Western Europe

(Shane, 2004). Recognising the economic contribution that these firms can make, disparate

groups are increasingly interested in spinoff activity, including university administrators,

policy-makers, venture capitalists (VCs) and entrepreneurs, both internal and external to the

university environ. This has led to the creation of Technology Transfer Offices (TTOs) in many

universities across Europe and the United States, and the availability of funding for USOs

from business angels and VCs.

In Ireland, the Government recently published a report detailing the requirements of a

knowledge based society, where the importance of research and commercialisation were

seen as central to economic recovery (Department of the Taoiseach, 2010:7). But despite the

growing importance of USOs in this roadmap, there has been very little research into the many

issues faced by Irish spinoffs and their impact on entrepreneurs and the academic community.

This paper aims to address these issues by investigating how spinoffs develop by using a

Resource-Based View (RBV) of firms and a life-cycle/ development model developed by

Vohora et al. (2004). It will fulfil three research objectives:

1. Examine the stages that a USO experiences;

2. Detail the main barriers faced by spinoffs;

3. Use a grounded theory approach to develop a conceptual framework for detailing USO

development.

This research draws on two literature themes used to analyse new firm development. The

first is around stage-based models (Greiner, 1998; Miller & Friesen, 1984; Smith et al., 1985;

Van de Ven et al., 1984; Wernerfelt, 1984) and the model developed by Vohora et al. (2004) in

particular, as detailed in Figure 1. It shows how USOs go through a number of distinct phases

of development. Each phase involves an iterative, non-linear process of development where

earlier decisions and activities may have to be re-visited. Additionally, at the boundaries

between each phase, junctures exist in terms of the resources and capabilities that are needed
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2 Will-be-set-by-IN-TECH

to proceed to the next phase. The junctures are critical because they have to be surmounted in

order to progress.

The second theme is RBV, a framework for understanding how resources within a firm can

be used to achieve sustained competitive advantage (Barney, 1991; Eisenhardt & Martin,

2000; Teece et al., 1997; Wernerfelt, 1984). It assumes a firm can be thought of as a bundle

of resources, spread in a heterogeneous manner across the enterprise, and that competitive

advantage depends on this heterogeneity (West III & DeCastro, 2001). Internal resources,

such as knowledge, learning, culture, teamwork and human capital, play a vital role in the

RBV and are likely sources of sustained competitive advantage (Barney, 2001b; Wright et al.,

2001), particularly when they are embedded in value-creating strategies (Barney, 1991; Daft,

1989). Resource deficiencies and weaknesses may constrain the development of a USO and

may be exacerbated by an non-entrepreneurial university environment (Vohora et al., 2004;

West III & DeCastro, 2001). Therefore, as suggested in the literature, USOs need to nurture

resources over time in order to progress through the different phases of development.

2. Research methodology

To gain an understanding of the development stages of a USO, the barriers that have to be

surmounted and the resources needed to sustain growth, the research methodology makes

use of inductive investigation. To create a conceptual framework of USO development and

enhance the theory proposed by Vohora et al. (2004), spinoff case studies are used to explore

the various dynamics at work. This inductive methodology allowed for the correspondence

between theory and data, resulting in theory enrichment through a grounded approach

(Bryman & Bell, 2007; Strauss & Cobin, 1990:487). The outcome is a thorough examination

of theory through replication logic (Eisenhardt, 1989).

USOs in Ireland were chosen as the research population. Spinoffs were chosen from

physics and chemistry based-fields because the firms need similar resources and substantial

investment to bring the technology from an initial concept stage to generating a commercial

return (Vohora et al., 2004). USOs were chosen that were at different stages of development.

Representatives from relevant TTO(s) (Technology Transfer Office) and business development

managers also contributed to the research.

Primary data was recorded using in-depth, semi-structured interviews, ensuring cross-case

comparability (Bryman & Bell, 2007). Four interviews were face-to-face; another four were

carried out over the telephone. Each lasted approximately one hour, recorded and later

transcribed. Detailed case studies were prepared for each USO making it possible to develop

a database that included table shells to record the data (Miles & Huberman, 1984). Relevant

trends were extracted using cross-case analysis techniques suggested by Eisenhardt (1989) and

Miles & Huberman (1984). The outcome was accurate and reliable information (Eisenhardt,

1989).

For a grounded theory approach to work effectively, it was necessary to use theoretical

sampling to select the desired cases. Glaser & Strauss (1967) described theoretical sampling

as a data collection process for the generation of theory where analysts jointly collect, code

and analyse the data. Subsequently, they decide what data to collect next and where to find
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Critical Development Paths of University Spinoff Venture 3

it in order to develop the theory. By focusing on USOs at varying stages of development, and

looking at extremes, the emergent theory will be replicated or extended (Pettigrew, 1990).

3. Literature review

3.1 University spinoffs

Shane (2004) defines a spinoff as a new company created to exploit a piece of intellectual

property (IP) created in an academic institution. Patents, copyrights and other legal

mechanisms can be used to protect IP. At other times, IP may take the form of trade secrets

and know-how. Faculty staff and/or students can be involved in the creation of USOs. The

leader of the spinoff may be a surrogate entrepreneur and not necessarily a member of the

university community.

The economic impact of spinoffs has been widely recognised. O’Shea et al. (2008); Shane

(2004) identify how spinoffs encourage economic development in three different ways.

Firstly, spinoffs generate significant economic value. In the United States, according to

the Association of University Technology Managers, American universities generated $33.5

billion of economic value from 1980 to 1999, and the indirect value may be even greater (Shane,

2004). Secondly, university spinoffs create employment, particularly for highly educated

people. Lastly, spinoffs create new industries and stimulate economies by contributing to

employment and wealth creation.

Clarysse et al. (2007) detailed the growing importance of TTO ownership of IP rights which

has increased relative to that of university faculties. This is a seen as a step towards

professionalising the spinoff process (Siegel et al., 2003). There is also increasing pressure

on universities to commercialise research, evident in Ireland where the Prime Minister’s office

reported that the generation of knowledge is most beneficial to the Irish economy (Department

of the Taoiseach, 2010). Lastly, many universities are facing crises in budgets, placing

enormous pressure on governing bodies. Therefore, the TTO has the role of formalising the

transfer of technology by licensing or through the creation of spinoff ventures in a bid to

realise and collect possible economic rents associated with the technology, product or service

(Siegel et al., 2003).

Hindle & Yencken (2004) identify two inputs that facilitate technology absorptive capacity,

which, in the long run, will determine the survival and growth of new ventures. The

first input is finding ideas convertible into opportunities; the second is the ability to access

resources and knowledge. Therefore, opportunity identification is one of the most critical

factors in a technical transfer and is dependent on prior knowledge and personal history of the

entrepreneur, where the trait of lateral thinking proves to be advantageous (Hindle & Yencken,

2004; Shane, 2000). Knowledge inputs also play a role in the early stages of new ventures,

including prior knowledge in the discovery stage, background and both codified and explicit

knowledge. Codified knowledge inputs include the published knowledge base of the science

or engineering involved in the discovery, new knowledge contained in patents, copyrights,

registered designs, etc., and the codified content of postgraduate or undergraduate training in

entrepreneurship and/or technology management (Hindle & Yencken, 2004).
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4 Will-be-set-by-IN-TECH

Tacit knowledge inputs are also seen as important and include entrepreneurial expertise,

experience in managing a spinoff, a track record of original inventions and the ability to come

up with ideas that can be converted into commercial opportunities (Hindle & Yencken, 2004).

3.2 The resource-based view of the firm

RBV is a framework for understanding how resources within a firm can be used to achieve

sustained competitive advantage (Barney, 1991; Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000; Teece et al.,

1997; Wernerfelt, 1984). It assumes that a firm can be thought of as a bundle of internal

resources, such as knowledge, learning, culture, teamwork and human capital, spread in

a heterogeneous manner across the enterprise. Competitive advantage depends on the

heterogeneity (West III & DeCastro, 2001). Because they are not mobile resources they are

more likely to be long lasting (Barney, 1991) and leveraged across the organisation to create

and sustain value for all the stakeholders involved.

First mover advantage in the RBV approach is also important for USOs because it gives some

protection in the form of a resource position barrier. Just like entry barriers, resource position

barriers indicate the possibility of high returns. Also, for a resource position to be of value, it

should translate into an entry barrier in at least one market. In the case of a spinoff, this offers

some protection from possible competitors for a limited amount of time (Wernerfelt, 1984).

An entry barrier without a resource-based barrier leaves the organisation vulnerable. Because

many USOs are limited in the availability of resources, Wernerfelt (1984) explains that it is

better to develop the resource in one particular market and then to enter other markets from

a position of strength.

Alvarez & Busenitz (2001) highlight the importance of entrepreneurship in USOs and

suggest that it is the entrepreneurial process of cognition, discovery, knowledge and the

understanding of markets that results in heterogeneous research resources and outputs.

Rangone (1999) outlines three key entrepreneurial concepts relating to the use of resources

in small enterprises: innovation capability, production capability and marketing management

capability. Under the correct conditions, with these concepts in place, the entrepreneur can

give an organisation a sustained competitive advantage. Therefore, entrepreneurs can be

regarded as heterogeneous and unique and enhance the possibility of sustained competitive

advantage. Alvarez & Busenitz (2001) also explore the role of entrepreneurs in USOs,

focussing on their social capital as a determinant of successful business outcomes. One

example of such social capital and how it might help achieve success is when an entrepreneur

has a relationship (direct or indirect) with VCs prior to the formation of the firm.

3.3 Dynamic capabilities

Eisenhardt & Martin (2000) argue that dynamic capabilities are a set of specific and identifiable

processes such as product development, strategic decision-making and alliancing. In fast

moving, unpredictable markets, these resources become a source of competitive advantage

when integrated into the culture of the company. They are not vague and recursive as has been

suggested, but dynamic processes that make a difference by their ability to alter a resource

base (Barney, 2001a; Deeds et al., 2000).
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In a high-tech venture it is noted that the rapid development of new products is viewed

as a key determinant of success. Their development generates cash flow for new ventures,

grows market share and increases the chance of survival. Zahra et al. (1999) observed that

technology and strategy influence one another in a continuous loop and it is this interplay

that fosters organisational learning and knowledge. Know-how and embedded processes

eventually drive organisational strategy (Kusunoki, 1997). It has been noted that the tension

that is created between an organisation’s technological capabilities and possible strategic

decisions is often the most difficult dilemma for senior management (M.M.J & Taggart, 1998).

Successful managers realise that the interplay between technology and strategy offers an

opportunity to develop the firm’s competitive capabilities (Zahra et al., 1999). To gain an

advantage from the available technical and strategy choices, the firm needs to make use of

the relationship between these variables. Success depends on simultaneously managing the

company’s internal forces and the external environment. The external forces are defined by the

rate of change of technology in the firm. The internal forces are usually reflected strategically

in a company’s ability to develop and deploy new products and technology (Zahra et al.,

1999).

3.4 Development of university spinoffs

A stage-based development model of USOs, proposed by Vohora et al. (2004) will be used

as part of this research. By drawing on other stage-based models (Miller & Friesen, 1984;

Van de Ven et al., 1984) and taking a RBV (Barney, 1991; Lockett & Thompson, 2001;

Penrose, 1959; Wernerfelt, 1984), Vohora et al. (2004) was able to identify the particular

stages of firm development and the key challenges the spinoff faces. Five stages were

identified: research, opportunity framing, pre-organisation, re-orientation and sustainable

returns. Specific barriers or junctures are also identified that must be overcome in order
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Fig. 1. The critical junctures in the development of university spinoff companies (Vohora
et al., 2004:152).
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to move from one stage to the next: opportunity recognition, entrepreneurial commitment,

threshold of credibility and threshold of sustainability.

An outline of the model as seen in Figure 1 shows how each spinoff must pass through a

particular phase before progressing. Each phase involves an iterative, non-linear process of

development and there is often a need to return to some of the earlier processes or decisions.

Vohora et al. (2004) recognise that the most successful spinoffs were those that were capable

of transforming existing capabilities and resources, thereby achieving a clear route to market

and profitability.

4. Empirical evidence

4.1 Development stages of USOs

The USOs in this analysis and subsequent discussion are denoted by the Greek letters, Alpha,

Beta, Gamma, Sigma, Pi and Theta. All the USOs investigated were founded by men where

the average number of founders was two. Two academics working in the USOs, Alpha and

Theta, appeared to be serial entrepreneurs with track records in startups.

The majority of founding academics associated with the USOs retained their academic posts

and are not full-time employees of the spinoffs. Alpha was the exception, where the

academic took leave from their position to work with the company before recently returning

to the university. The number of employees employed by the USOs varied from 2-16

employees, with the average being eight. Interviews were carried out with informants as

well as academics, including a TTO employee directly involved in licensing and spinning out

technology. In one instance, a partner in a company that licenses and helps commercialise

technology was also interviewed. This company will be denoted by the term Evolution.

4.1.1 Research phase

The data shows that in all cases USOs emerged from scientific research that had occurred over

a number of years within various university departments. For example, the initial research

carried out by Sigma was part of a European Consortium that the academics were already

involved in. In the case of Beta, the research group have, over a 15 year period, published

extensively in the area of optical sensors. Additionally, the associated academic developed

many contacts within industry, pursued patents and licensing agreements and was searching

for a USO opportunity.

The academic associated with Pi had worked previously in industry and brought that

experience to his research group. This individual was of the opinion that the creation of a

spinoff “should be very important” and that academics should “go and work in the real world

first”, sharpening their research objectives. This academic also noted that a lack of funding

and equipment in Irish universities has led to “third world science”. Developing a USO was

one way, in his view, to overcome such obstacles.

It is evident from the data that all the academics involved in the USOs were at the forefront

of research in their associated fields. Many are highly productive individuals with useful

experience gained from previous interactions with industry, giving them characteristics

associated with repeat commercialisers (Hoye & Pries, 2009).
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4.1.2 Opportunity framing phase

With the help of the TTO, academics take the first step in creating a spinoff to leverage the

inherent value in commercialising their research. During this framing phase, the technology

must show sufficient commercial promise and be seen to work. Additionally, the academic

and the TTO will attempt to identify suitable markets which the spinoff and its proposed

technology could approach and attempt to enter. It’s a phase that many USOs find difficult.

Sigma, for example, identified what was perceived as two very promising markets when “two

industrial partners on the project highlighted particular market spaces”. But after developing

the product for these markets the opportunity “didn’t take off like they expected”. There were

“already competitors in the highlighted spaces...this forced us to move out of this space very

quickly”.

A different approach was taken by the academic associated with Pi. He was relying on prior

industry experience to create a market, but at this moment has “probably have not done a

great deal of initial work in terms of planning, marketing etc”. He was preoccupied with

the engineering physics rather than “framing a possible market”. An academic with Gamma

admitted to a similar mistake, not spending enough time exploring the market opportunity

before setting up the company.

Representatives of the TTO noted that many academics have good scientific ability but poor

business experience. “A strong technical focus but who was doing the marketing?” as one

put it. The interviewee from Evolution also spoke of how many academics do not understand

how to properly frame an opportunity and miss “the key issue about the technology...trying to

discover what is it about the technology that is new or novel”. He noted that the fundamental

question was not who is going to pay the most for the technology but who is going to pay

first. Failure to answer the question suggests the technology has been incorrectly framed for

a particular application reflecting “a misunderstanding of the market”.

A noted exception was the approach taken by Alpha and its academic who “had pretty

much a marketing plan prior to starting the company”, having gone to six or seven potential

customers and spent up to an hour with them. He also rang up potential competitors.

The academic from Theta took a similar approach, gathering information on the “framed

market opportunity”. He saw this stage as a way of identifying and then providing a solution

to a particular problem found in the marketplace.

4.1.3 Pre-organisation phase

At this stage, the opportunity has been framed, all the stakeholders are committed to

commercially exploiting the opportunity and the management team is ready to make strategic

decisions. Such strategic plans involve a number of factors which include making decisions

on the use of existing resources and capabilities, how such factors could be used now and in

the future, and what further resources would be needed (Vohora et al., 2004).

The academic entrepreneur of Sigma attempted to surround himself with people who had

prior experience in spinoffs or startups, a resource of benefit to the organisation. He also

believes that having people with more than one talent is a key criteria, “people wearing
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multiple hats...scientists who are also carrying out engineering and manufacturing, and

admin people who are covering anything from accounting to HR”.

The sourcing of human capital for Beta did not prove as troublesome compared to the

other USOs. This company hired the university researchers who had created the codified

knowledge: “We had at our fingertips access to researchers who wanted to work for us

and move away from the university environment”. The academic in Gamma developed a

business plan with help from Enterprise Ireland (government agency body in Ireland), but

currently sees the most important resource in the company as himself. He readily admits that

a weakness in his business is that he is consistently torn between his university work and

committing time to his spinoff.

Alpha recognised the need to continue to work with the customer in this phase and to prepare

the spinoff for product development. However, the academic cautioned that USOs sometimes

start product development too early before gaining an understanding of the technology in an

industrial setting. “This is a complete disaster and should not happen.” he said.

Confirming research by Vohora et al. (2004), this phase is the steepest learning curve for

academic entrepreneurs, particularly if the spinoff and the associated academic have little

experience of the market, VCs and business angels. Alpha, Beta and Sigma went some way to

addressing this by spending considerable time identifying and contacting potential customers.

4.1.4 Re-orientation phase

At this phase the companies has gained sufficient resources to start the venture and attempt to

generate something of value. The management teams now face the challenge of continuously

accessing, identifying, configuring and reconfiguring resources (Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000;

Galunic & Eisenhardt, 2001; Newbert et al., 2008; Peteraf, 1993; Teece et al., 1997). Such

re-configuration was often required because of incorrect identification of markets. At Sigma,

the spinoff launch did not go as expected. There were already competitors in the marketplace

and the company had to re-organise and change its strategy to the extent that the organisation

is focused on entirely different customers today.

Beta also experienced problems at this stage. The sales team found it difficult to access the

required markets resulting in little or no sales. Simultaneously, product development was

also taking longer than expected. “When the technology was transferred from the university,

we didn’t realise just how much work was required to turn it into a product which could be

sold to customers” said the company’s entrepreneurial lead.

A number of staff were made redundant as the spinoff took a change in direction. After the

change in business strategy, the company recognised that it did not have the required funds

to acquire the skills and resources needed to push itself into its newly defined market, so

they actively looked to be acquired. Such a drastic step, going from attempting to build the

company to seeking a buyer, was forced upon them as they “needed somebody who had

funds to help”. The former manager from Beta explained their case further: “Because of

no sales, the investors were disappointed and costs were cut along with wages. This meant

that the organisation underwent a large restructuring and a large number of staff were made

redundant”.
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New practices and regimes had to be introduced into several of the other USOs during the

re-orientation phase. Once a spinoff had developed a product and was ready to introduce it

to the market, the company was forced to introduce further resources in a bid to support the

new products and customers. The academic from Alpha believed that the creation of such

supports was essential: “You will survive if you support your customer. You won’t if you

don’t support your customer”. The structures required to do this were the ability to “make

use of your channels” and “proper profit and loss, balance sheets with inventory control,

quality assurance...proper company structures”.

4.1.5 Sustainable returns phase

This final phase is generally characterised by USOs attaining sustainable returns. It is the aim

of the management team involved in USOs to reach such a phase by the careful configuration

and re-configuration of resources and the correct use of such resources and capabilities. In

arriving at this phase, USOs will have come through each of the previous stages and overcome

the barriers in moving from one stage to another (Vohora et al., 2004).

The academic associated with Alpha knew that ongoing sales placed the firm in a very strong

position. The company was investigating the possibility of further expanding its product

range but the academic was aware of the risks associated with such a move: “A poorly defined

product developed in the product development stage is very difficult to sell...it kills spinoffs”.

Alpha believes that this is the stage that the entrepreneur should make way for management

with business experience.

Another company that reached this phase of development was Sigma. Although the business

was sustainable with a given amount of revenue, the company continued to undergo

re-orientation as predicated by (Vohora et al., 2004), resulting in changes and reconfigurations

in resources and capabilities. The CEO of the Sigma had to re-evaluate and re-orientate

because sales didn’t reach the levels expected by the investors. With re-evaluation and

re-orientation the organisation expects to continue thanks to sustainable revenues.

4.2 The critical junctures

In order to ensure growth as a spinoff, organisations have to progress through the different

stages (Vohora et al., 2004). As evident from Figure 1, a spinoff has to make a transition from

one phase to another. These transitions are barriers or critical junctures preventing the firm

from progressing into later stages of development. The critical junctures are identified as: 1)

opportunity recognition; 2) entrepreneurial commitment; 3) venture credibility, and 4) venture

sustainability (Vohora et al., 2004).

4.2.1 Critical juncture A: Opportunity recognition

The opportunity recognition juncture is found at the barrier between the research phase and

the opportunity framing phase. Opportunity recognition can be described as the match

between a solution and the market requirement it fulfils (Bhave, 1994). There is a skill

in looking at a piece of research and being able to draw from it a sense of what market
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it can service. It is recognised that such an ability requires skills, aptitudes, insights and

circumstances that are not widely found (Venkataraman, 1997).

From case evidence, this author noted that the majority of academics interviewed appeared

to have a good grasp of the markets or had previously worked in industry, providing them

with valuable insights. A number of people from outside the university environment had a

different view. The interviewee from Evolution spoke of how academics in many cases have

“great technology but no idea in the slightest to what to actually do with it”. This opinion

was also found in the TTO where the informant spoke of how academics are very strong

technically but do not have the ability to see how or what has to be undertaken to sell the idea

A number of respondents spoke of how Irish universities had too little contact with industry,

both multi-nationals and Irish SMEs. Alpha described how “universities have got to start

trusting Irish SMEs...not just the multinationals”, and the importance of finding ways for Irish

universities to work closely with industry.

The TTO interviewee said that this situation was currently changing for the better. She also

noted that traditional businesses that do not undertake much R&D are feeling the competition

and need to diversify, fueling the possibility of closer ties with third-level research.

4.2.2 Critical junction B: Entrepreneurial commitment

To move from the opportunity phase to the pre-organisational phase, the entrepreneurial

commitment barrier has to be overcome. The academic who founded Alpha believed that

entrepreneurial commitment should come from the academic surrounded by an experienced

management team. This stance stems from the fact that “academics do not understand market

penetration”. To overcome this barrier, this academic “ideally want[s] people with experience

in working in a spinoff environment”. The informant from Evolution shared this view because

academics, “usually don’t have the experience for the technology management role”.

From the analysed cases, many academics believed that the TTO should play a stronger

role in ensuring and aiding entrepreneurial commitment. It was evident from a number

of different interviews that academics think that the TTOs are introducing barriers to

the progression of the spinoff and preventing the progression from the opportunity

framing to the pre-organisation phase. The academic with Alpha thinks “universities

are counter-productive...universities don’t understand spinoffs...a spinoff is alien to an

university”, because universities “don’t understand the time required to develop products

from lab research”. However, the academic believed that things are slowly changing within

the university environment in Ireland. This change stemmed from the fact that people

working within universities and the TTO now have industrial experience. The TTO informant

echoed this, noting how “everybody in [the TTO] has worked in industry and understands

that side of things”.

The academic founder of Pi also spoke of his frustration with university structures and a

culture where he gets “no credit from the university”. The CEO of Sigma believed that TTOs

and universities in general have attempted to force the same structure and policies on all

spinoffs resulting in difficulties in negotiations between the TTO and the USOs. One size does

not fit all, he argued, and more flexibility is needed.
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4.2.3 Critical juncture C: Credibility

At this stage, the academic or his associated management and technical team have conceived

the opportunity, spotted a particular gap in the market and have moved forward in their

attempts to develop the company. The critical juncture that faced all the spinoffs at this stage

was acquiring the resources for the business to move from the pre-organisation phase to the

re-orientation stage. A key factor in the pre-organisation phase was raising financial resources

or seed finance necessary to acquire the required resources.

Many of the contacted USOs highlighted problems with securing sufficient seed capital. In

many cases, the USOs management team cited the characteristics of VCs in Ireland as a

problem when it came to securing funding. The academic associated with Alpha put this

down to the business background of the VCs: “In Ireland they are very much part of the

banking community and know how to handle money but don’t understand the required

business models”. The academic in Pi also spoke of his frustration in working with local

VCs who “don’t support anything in Ireland associated with risk. There is no venture”.

The CEO of Sigma spoke of how VCs in Ireland don’t understand the available technology

in universities research laboratories. A solution, according to the same respondent, was

to diversify the VCs base here to better “understand sophisticated opportunities”. The

respondent from Evolution described it as “risk averse venture capitalism due to a lack of

understanding [of the technology] by investors in Ireland”.

Alpha looked at this phase from a different angle and highlighted the importance of

building customer relationships to ensure that revenues are forthcoming, self-financing

further investment in resources to overcome the critical juncture of credibility, speeding up

the move into the sustainable returns phase. At every stage this USO was taking into account

what the customer required and what the spinoff could do to sell more products. The CEO of

Sigma also highlighted that “customer relationship building is tricky”, a sentiment echoed by

Alpha which said it could be hard for a spinoff to engage effectively.

4.2.4 Critical juncture D: Sustainable returns

The final barrier to overcome, the juncture of sustainable returns, may take a number of

different forms, including revenues from customers for products or services sold and possible

further investment funds from VCs. By overcoming this juncture, it is a strong sign that the

USO and its management team have acquired the appropriate resources and reconfigured to

ensure sustainable growth (Vohora et al., 2004).

At the previous barrier, the juncture of credibility, the spinoffs were required to acquire,

assemble and suitably employ resources to ensure that the spinoff reaches a credible position.

However, the sustainable returns juncture required the management team to use and

reconfigure existing resources to meet the challenges.

Alpha and Sigma have proved their ability to use acquired resources, create value and ensure

sustained growth. Alpha placed great importance on developing capabilities to overcome

weaknesses and inadequacies as they arise. The CEO of Sigma describes a stepping stone

approach, thinking in terms of “rolling six month blocks”. By re-configuring resources in

earlier stages they are always ready for what comes next.
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This point highlights Sigma’s ability to continually re-orientate their business model to satisfy

the needs of any given time, finishing up with a suitable business model that meets market

needs. Sigma recognised all the changes that it had to undertake to ensure investors were

kept interested in the venture. Much of this was focussed on product and providing better

customer support.

The juncture of sustainability proved to be troublesome for other USOs. At this stage Beta had

received four years of funding but was unable to make an impression in the marketplace. The

spinoff had developed a product and IP portfolio but lack of sales resulted in the investors

refusing to invest further money. The academic associated with Theta also experienced

problems. Inadequate funding led to resource weakness. Investment was required because

the developed product was “not what the general market wanted”. Therefore this spinoff

wasted time raising money when it should have been concentrating on getting the product

right. The spinoff was unable to raise extra investment and the academic decided to bring the

technology back to the university for further development.

5. Discussion

5.1 Stages of USO Development

5.1.1 Research stage

In this phase it was evident from the analysed cases that academics involved in university

spinoffs also continued in high-end research, winning research grants, publishing their work

and presenting it at conferences. The academic associated with Beta, for example, had in

excess of 35 researchers, one of the largest groups in the university. Other academics had close

relationships with industry which was reflected in their research activities. In the analysed

cases, the academics could be described as “star-scientists”, a “breed” of academic who

align themselves with the need or desire to create spinoffs, license technology and undertake

collaboration with industrial partners (Shane, 2004).

All of the contacted USOs acknowledged the importance of building relationships with

industry especially in terms of their own academic research. It was observed from the cases

that such relationships took on the form of working in European projects with industrial

partners or being part of a research group carrying out specific work for industry.

The analysed cases highlight the importance of the research phase for generating knowledge,

IP and know-how. Other authors have also highlighted research as being paramount in the

creation of knowledge. Dosi (1988); Godoe (2000); Sternitzke (2010) show that the emergence

of new technologies is in many cases triggered by scientific discoveries which have occurred

both in public institutions and private companies. Sternitzke (2010) discusses how such

discoveries and research go hand in hand with the development of new technology fields,

leading to the development of new products and new spinoffs to develop these products.

The Irish government also recognises the importance of research in generating knowledge,

investing e2.4billion in science, technology and innovation programmes, which in turn will

drive “commercialisation of research outputs...transforming the enterprise base to drive

economic renewal” (Department of Finance,2010:IX).
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5.1.2 Opportunity-framing stage

A number of different observations were made from the case notes about how academics

and management teams frame opportunities. Pi and Gamma, for example, were under the

impression that the development of a new organisation was all about the technology. These

spinoffs were in their very earliest stages and were still developing the required technology

and did not appear to be developing the networks needed to develop a market space for the

final product.

This was in complete contrast with spinoffs Alpha, Beta, Sigma and Theta. Specific markets

were identified for each of these USOs and the associated management teams had aligned

the business to target these markets. However, it was evident from the analysed cases that

incorrect markets were frequently targeted. Unfortunately this mistake was not noticed until

the organisation had progressed into the later stage of development, perhaps a sign of an

inability to frame the opportunity and technology correctly.

The incorrect framing of the technology and markets meant that a number of the analysed

USOs were unable to overcome the resulting issues and money was wasted incorrectly

aligning resources. Beta, for example, appeared to never adequately highlight the target

market, which resulted in poor sales and the eventual closing of the company. After

developing a product for a specific customer, Theta realised that the developed product was

not required by the wider market.

But it was not just entrepreneurial academics who had difficultly in framing the proper

market. Despite having an experienced management team, Sigma also went through massive

changes in later development stages due to improper opportunity framing. Alpha did not

appear to have problems in identifying markets and the academic did not talk of having to

re-organise company structure because of in-correct opportunity framing. However, this was

a very experienced individual who had previously been involved in at least four different

spinoffs/startups, developing the required networks to make success more likely.

It can be seen that the framing of the technology, regardless of the presence of an experienced

team, proved difficult. Opportunities were defined imprecisely, targeted ambiguously and

often turned out to be impracticable. Perhaps one reason why academics had problems in

framing their research is that it required them to think in a very different way, alien to the

academic and university environment (Etzkowitz, 1998; Ndonzuau et al., 2002). The main

problem is reconciling the scientific conception, where science is a goal in itself, with the

economic conception, where making money is paramount. Ndonzuau et al. (2002) details

how “in the assessment of ideas” both the technology and the economic imperative have to

be assessed in addition to the potential markets.

An important factor in this stage was ensuring that the technology works and was capable

of meeting the specific needs of the customer. However, whilst the interviewed USOs never

doubted that their associated technology would work, many failed to undertake a proof of

principal at this stage to ensure that the research could be framed correctly and therefore

provide a solution to a problem found in the market place. This proof of principal would

consist of two important details. Firstly, that the research and science had the capacity to be

developed into a product. Secondly, the product or service would solve a customer problem

(Shane, 2004).
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Generally, it was at this stage that the spinoffs discovered if they had a product that could

satisfy a market need. From a RBV perspective, a number of authors have also recognised

that this knowledge can prove to be an important resource leading to heterogeneous outputs

(Barney et al., 2001; Wright et al., 2001).

5.1.3 Pre-organisational stage

All the interviewed USOs at this stage had framed their opportunity and had committed

themselves to the new venture. Many of the strategic decisions concerned the use of existing

resources and capabilities, and how they could be used now and into the future. Alpha, Beta,

Sigma, Pi and Theta attempted to acquire the required human resources during this stage

of development, hiring people with prior spinoff/startup venture experience. To cope with

competitive pressures, Ndonzuau et al. (2002) observe how it is vital that competent people

are acquired, ideally people who have prior experience in such an environment. Acquiring

such a resource goes further than just gaining the right people to fill technical positions.

The academic and surrogate entrepreneurs sought management expertise (know-how) and

good social networks (know-who). Such an approach was recognised in the analysed cases,

particularly by Alpha, Sigma and Theta who used such networks and key people to fill

the resource requirements. Such an approach is important in the development of USOs

(Ndonzuau et al., 2002).

As a consequence of acquiring suitable human resources, the spinoff was also now in a

position to use and generate knowledge or intellectual capital which, as described by Barney

(2001a), is seen as an internal resource from a RBV of the firm. It is tacit knowledge that people

bring to the USOs and coded knowledge generated through venture operation and technology

transfer from the university research laboratory. Beta, Theta and Sigma, for example,

were undertaking considerable basic research during the pre- organisation stage resulting in

large amounts of knowledge being generated, whilst simultaneously undertaking product

development. Many of the USOs appeared to encourage the development of knowledge at

this stage.

Knowledge plays a vital role in the RBV of a firm and the value creation process (Johannessen

et al., 2005; Wernerfelt, 1984). Johannessen et al. (2005) detail how, through the use of

knowledge, a USO has the capability to develop resources and create competitive advantage.

Cooper (2000) also highlights the importance of resources in technology development, and,

in particular, having the resources in place to develop and drive product innovation. All

the USOs attempted to locate and hire human capital which ensured they met a further

aspect of the RBV, the identification of weakness. West III & DeCastro (2001) observe that

if weaknesses were not identified or taken into account then human capital would not be a

source of competitive advantage.

Beta, Sigma, Pi and Theta acquired excellent resources in terms of human capital to develop

the technology and proceed into product development, but in the cases of Beta and Theta,

some weaknesses were not observed by management teams. One way to identify weaknesses

is through the development of suitable business plans. All the USOs had developed business

plans but the aspect of the plan and the means through which it was carried out were seen to

be mostly informal, a characteristic observed by Smith et al. (1985) in early stage organisations.
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Although all the analysed spinoffs had a business plan, whether informal or otherwise, they

emphasised the technology and overlooked the marketing requirement. This was confirmed

when two of the academics spoke of the importance of technology and implied that the

marketing would fall into place without any real planning.

The importance of a business plan and how it plays a vital role in accessing the market is

recognised by Chesbrough & Rosenbloom (2002). They say that a successful business model

creates a heuristic logic that culminates in connecting technical potential with the realisation of

economic value. A successful business model is one that, firstly, articulates a value proposition

based on the value created for users by using the product. Secondly, it must identify a

suitable market segment. Thirdly, it must define the stricture of the value chain within the

firm required to create and distribute the product offering or service. Lastly, the business plan

should estimate the product offering and cost structure of producing the product or service

(Chesbrough & Rosenbloom, 2002).

But a number of interviewed academics did not understand the logic of a connection between

technical potential and economic value, fueled by the customer and the market. This was in

contrast to others who continued to talk to potential customers and competitors, gaining the

required information to implement a suitable business plan that would determine the best

way to access customers. The USOs that attempted to build a relationship with stakeholders

were the most successful in using and re-configuring resources as required by the market.

As a consequence of over-zealous management teams and technically minded academics,

the USOs (with the notable exception of Alpha) had started product development in the

opportunity framing stage or early in the pre-organisational stage. This could be due to an

ill-conceived business plan with little or no information gained from the market. Starting

product development too early in the life-cycle of the spinoff appeared to have been a mistake.

5.1.4 Re-orientation phase

According to Vohora et al. (2004), USOs have at this stage gained the required resources

to start the venture and will attempt to offer some product or service to its customers.

As a consequence, USOs must continuously identify, acquire, integrate, and reconfigure

resources ((Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000; Galunic & Eisenhardt, 2001; Teece et al., 1997). Such

re-configuration was evident among a number of USOs that had attempted to enter incorrect

markets early in the USO life-cycle and then had to change direction. Beta, Sigma and

Theta made this mistake. This is a consequence of inexperienced management and a sales

team unable to make any impact on the customer base with the developed technology.

Such spinoffs lack the innovation leaders that are required to cultivate the strategic fit of an

organisation with its environment. Carmeli et al. (2010) demonstrate that proper managerial

leadership of the organisation is essential in finding the right fit in a global business world

that is becoming more complex.

Reconfiguration is also required when product development is started too early, in the

opportunity framing or pre-organisational stage, when there is a poor understanding of the

market and the place for the developed technology. Gruner & Homburg (2000) emphasise

a link between strong customer interaction and success in product development. They
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note how such involvement can play a vital role in the marketing of the product, and how

interactions between a spinoff and a customer provide invaluable information that will inform

the business going forward.

A lack of experienced management and market knowledge means many USOs fail to find

the right “fit” for their technology. This explains why Beta, Sigma and Theta had misguided

expectations about how their USO was going to perform. Verhees et al. (2010) detail how

small firms can improve their performance by monitoring customer needs and by having the

resources in place to respond to them as required. Alpha successfully overcame barriers by

ensuring resources were in place at each stage of development, whether it was in product

development, marketing or sales. Product development did not even start until there was a

full understanding of a customer needs.

An observation at this stage was the introduction of more formal structures in all of the

analysed cases, which resulted in further re-configuration of resources. These included the

introduction of ISO standards and more formal structures around HR and accounting. Alpha,

Beta and Sigma introduced such practices, following a pattern observed by Davenport et al.

(2002) that notes procedures within spinoffs became more formal as time progresses.

5.1.5 Sustainable returns

The final stage, according to Vohora et al. (2004), is sustainable returns. At this point the

spinoff has configured and re-configured capabilities and resources and overcome many

barriers. It has used internal resources such as knowledge, learning, culture, teamwork and

human capital to drive development.

Alpha reached this stage in a strong position. The academic spoke of continuing to expand

its product portfolio and working on customer relationships to ensure sustained competitive

advantage. Sigma was also seeking new market opportunities to expand. By continually

looking at how resources can be used and new resources acquired, such spinoffs have met the

required factors for sustained competitive advantage. Both of the USOs that reached this stage

have built up a knowledge base and a strong portfolio of products, valuable resources of a

highly technical nature that are difficult to imitate. This give the spinoff sustained competitive

advantage and a platform for further growth in the future (Barney, 1991).

5.2 Critical junctures prohibiting the growth of university spinoffs

5.2.1 Opportunity recognition

Many of the academics involved in the analysed USOs were high achievers in their chosen

academic fields. They were heads of large research groups, had specific contacts with industry

or previous experience in spinoff/startup companies. Prodan & Drnovsek (2010) observe how

entrepreneurial self-efficacy was an important driver when it came to academics interest in

creating spinoff opportunities. It was clear that many of the involved academics, and even the

management teams they had put in place, do not have the required experience. Consequently,

many of the USOs identified opportunities that turned out to be unsuitable. This was true for

Beta, Sigma and Theta who were unable to grow and progress.
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These problems occurred even though two of the spinoffs, Sigma and Theta, spoke to potential

customers in the early stages. This author believes that the technology output from these

USOs had been improperly framed, requiring major reconfiguration of acquired resources

at a later stage. Spending capital on correcting these errors would prevent further growth

and development. The opportunity was possibly not recognised correctly because of a

lack of market knowledge. Though many of the USOs attempted to gain information on

the market by contacting potential customers and competitors, it wasn’t enough to prevent

pitfalls. Van Geenhuizen & Soetanto (2009) observe that the number one obstacle to growth in

spinoffs is lack of marketing knowledge. Perhaps one reason why it is difficult to acquire the

relevant market information is because of the highly specialised areas in which the spinoffs

were operating.

The TTO respondent believed that one way of overcoming the framing problem would be

through the creation of networks between the USOs, SMEs and multinational companies in

Ireland. This notion was also put forward by other Alpha, Evolution and Enterprise Ireland.

Van Geenhuizen & Soetanto (2009) claim that the main ingredient in firm enhancement is the

creation of networks where there is openness between partners as well as variation among the

participants. Li & Tang (2010) iterate how external network linkages provide an opportunity

to learn more about customers and markets, gaining knowledge and information that becomes

a valuable resource and critical source of competitive advantage. ***

5.2.2 Entrepreneurial commitment

This critical juncture prevents a spinoff moving from the opportunity framing stage to the

pre-organisation stage. It is evident that the TTOs have put in place certain measures to aid

the USOs. Mentors, for example, are made available to many of the academics. Additionally,

USOs are given advice on developing business plans, on how to approach VCs and the way

to incorporate proper measures to ensure spinoff development.

However, many of the USOs believed that the TTO does not do enough to aid the development

of the organisation. All of the USO respondents spoke of their frustration at some level

of the interaction between the TTO/university and the USO. Degroof & Roberts (2004)

emphasise the difficulties in achieving commitment when weak entrepreneurial infrastructure

for academics spinoff ventures are in place.

From this research it was noted that a perceived lack of know-how from the TTO frustrated

many academics. However, the respondent from the TTO office spoke of how policies have

been introduced to encourage academics to commit to spinoff ventures, measures that ensure

the offices are committed to their development.

From this analysis, and in agreement with Vohora et al. (2004), one of the features of

this juncture is the failure of the university to provide sufficient resources, clear policies

and a network of external relationships with key stakeholders, such as mentors, surrogate

entrepreneurs and industry. But this author believes that the spinoffs have unrealistic

expectations in the type of help they will receive from the TTO.

A further barrier at this critical juncture is the attitude of many academics in Irish universities.

Those who undertake spinoff activity believe that there is a general lack of motivation from
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other academics when it comes to entrepreneurial activities because they are in a “public job”.

Therefore, it can be said that Irish universities are not doing enough to encourage scientists in

developing commercialisable research, and perhaps Irish universities should be doing more

to change this culture.

5.2.3 Credibility

Credibility is recognised as a general problem for new ventures and in particular USOs. It

manifests itself in a number of ways but acquiring funding is a major source of concern at

this juncture. Capital is required to finance the resources that will drive the spinoff forward to

sustained competitive advantage.

In raising capital from VCs the majority of the academics spoke of the risk adverse nature of

VCs in Ireland. Many of the management teams associated with the USOs noted how VCs

had no interest in giving finance and taking risks. This led to many of the investigated USOs

feeling frustrated in their attempts to raise capital.

VCs goes through various stages before deciding to invest in a project (Kollmann & Kuckertz,

2010). One of these steps is deal evaluation (Kollmann & Kuckertz, 2010). During this process,

the investors carefully analyse the potential spinoff company. Therefore, if USOs have had

difficulties in framing their technology it will become evident to experienced investors and

VCs. This problem of framing the technology as described in previous stages has been shown

to come about because of the inability of the USO to realise what problems the technology can

service, what markets equate to this problem and how to enter the market.

The personality of the academic or the surrogate entrepreneur also appears to play a major role

in dealing with VCs. Macmillan et al. (1985) propose that five out of ten of the most important

decision criteria are related to the personality or experience of the entrepreneurs. This

appears to again work against the academic entrepreneur, who, because of his professional

background, has worked in the academic world with little or no exposure to business

development and entrepreneurship.

The trickle effect of funding also led to difficulty in acquiring resources for the USO. Many

of the USOs spoke of facing problems in acquiring resources, dealing with customers and

product development because the spinoff has only received six to eight months of funding.

The USOs believed that this is a result of the risk-adverse nature of VCs in Ireland, prohibiting

the growth of the spinoff. However, there is little current research to back this up.

Van Geenhuizen & Soetanto (2009) did, however, detail a factor that was observed in this

research, the credibility of the firm within the marketplace. This manifests itself in the failure

to create a market because of no prior history in dealing with customers. Highly-innovative

firms, however, appeared to overcome this credibility issue. Another way to build credibility

is though long lasting relationships with customers. To do this a USO must build protocols

and systems to deal with customer and sales issues. Secondly, they must hire sales teams that

understand the required market and the importance of customer relations. The spinoffs that

have acquired the resources to overcome these highlighted credibility issues will progress to

the final stage of spinoff development (Van Geenhuizen & Soetanto, 2009; Vohora et al., 2004).
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5.2.4 Sustainability returns juncture

The main difference between those USOs that overcame this critical juncture and those that

remained in preceding stages was their ability to continuously use and reconfigure available

resources and their ability to acquire other resources when needed. The proper use of these

resources ensured sustained revenue. Alpha and Sigma achieved this and were able to

increase their product portfolio to attract new as well as existing customers.

A further observation within the analysed cases, especially with Sigma, was the ability of

the USOs to overcome weakness and mistakes made in previous stages of development.

By gaining resources to overcome such weaknesses, to grow and ensure the correct use of

resources it was made certain that the USO overcame each juncture leading to growth and

development. Spinoffs like Beta and Theta failed because they did not correctly deal with

social capital deficiencies, resources weaknesses and inadequate internal capabilities (Cohen

& Levinthal, 1990; Zahra & George, 2002). Gurdon & Samsom (2010) observe that an effective

combination of management team processes and the availability of capital lead to the best use

of the resources and capabilities.

6. Using grounded theory in creating theory associated with USO development

Grounded theory can be used to improve upon already accepted theory. Therefore, this author

will attempt to improve upon the stage-based model as proposed by Vohora et al. (2004).

During this work a number of important features were observed in the development of USOs.

However, in this author’s opinion, one central point appeared to have a major role in USO

development, the correct framing of the opportunity. To investigate this observation further a

mind-map was created to clarify the observed results, as shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. A mind-map showing the importance of framing the technology correctly

Developed using two main arms or trains of thought, the first arms represented the internal

forces affecting the firm, the second represented the external environment (Zahra et al., 1999).

This author believes that internal factors and the external environment, as observed by Zahra

et al. (1999), play a major role in the long term success of the USOs and that it was the proper

framing of technology that determines whether the venture will succeed or fail. By developing

relationships with customers, SMEs and multi-nationals, a need within the marketplace will

be identified. This need will drive on the development of knowledge within the USOs through
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the use and acquisition of resources. Additionally, business plan development will signpost

the best routes to market and appropriate product development.

Secondly, the framing of an opportunity will mean that the innovation leaders and

management team will drive the USO in a particular direction. In addition to acquiring,

configuring and correctly using resources, the management team should undertake a proof

of principal for the technology, ensuring that customer needs are met, leading to the correct

approach in terms of product development. Additionally, weakness identification will be

undertaken, which, in turn, will lead to the acquisition of required resources. Both of these

arms within the mind-map have the potential to lead a USO to competitive advantage.

Using this mind-map, a stage-based approach was developed using the proper framing of the

technology as an initial step I, as shown in Figure 3
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Fig. 3. Importance of proper framing of technology in university spinoff ventures.

The first step in the success of a USO is the correct framing of the technology. After

this has occurred, internal and external factors affecting the USO should be aligned. The

dynamic interplay between the two emphasises the importance of building relationships with

stakeholders and identifying weaknesses while simultaneously acquiring and configuring

resources. Such actions ensure appropriate products will be developed for the identified

markets, resulting in sustained competitive advantage and the emergence of dynamic

capabilities. However, as seen in Figure 3, if any stage of the process breaks down there is

an inherent feedback loop and the technology has to be re-framed. The USO must return to

the initial stage of opportunity framing.
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7. The European Context

In February 2004, the European Commission published “Action Plan: The European agenda

for Entrepreneurship” (European Commission, 2004) highlighting a number of strategic areas

which could be used to enhance entrepreneurship across the EU, including, promoting

the entrepreneurial mindset, encouraging more people to become entrepreneurs, gearing

entrepreneurs for growth and competitiveness, improving the flow of finance, and creating

a more SME-friendly regulatory and administrative framework. The highlighted challenges

in the report are similar to the barriers to academic entrepreneurs identified in this research.

The EU commission and governments throughout Europe continue highlight the importance

of innovation and entrepreneurship. The recent FP7 funding programme suggested measures

to drive innovation, highlighting the importance of incorporating SMEs and the need to

ensure that research projects have a definable impact. The agenda is about transformative

mechanisms for translating knowledge into growth, which has been a problem for Europe

to date. One example is the AEGIS FP7 project (European Commission, 2011), where

analytic findings will be translated into diagnostics tools for country or sector-specific

assessment of knowledge-intensive entrepreneurship. The outcome will be operational policy

recommendations for advancing key aspects of knowledge-intensive entrepreneurship in

Europe.

8. Summary

The economic importance of university spinoffs has generated significant interest in this area

amongst VCs, academics and university and government research policy makers. To aid

such activity it is important that the creation and development of university spinoffs is fully

understood. The purpose of this research was to analyse the development of USOs using the

development model as proposed by Vohora et al. (2004) and in doing so complete the defined

objectives. Each of these research objectives will now be concluded upon.

Objective I Examine the stages that a USO experiences

In this research it was decided that the stages of growth within USOs would be compared

to the non-linear model as developed by (Vohora et al., 2004). As can be seen from the

analysed cases, the development of USOs associated with Irish universities are characterised

by a number of distinct stages. Each stage had particular characteristics, which resulted in

USOs behaving in a specific manner, requiring re-configuration and acquirement of various

resources throughout the various stages. In addition, the non-linear nature and the role of

feedback was present. This was particularly evident when USOs had to return to earlier

decisions made in previous stages.

How resources were used throughout the development of the spinoffs was also evident.

Initially USOs attempted to make use of resources available to them within the university

environment through the use of staff within the university and the use of university

equipment. However as USOs developed further resources had to be acquired. It appeared

that it was those spinoffs which had access to these resources, human capital for example,

were in a position to progress. These resources were acquired through social networks the

entrepreneur team had developed and through capital provided from various sources, for

example, business angels, VCs and funds available to the entrepreneur.
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Objective II: Detail the main barriers faced by spinoffs.

As seen by Vohora (2004), critical junctures or barriers were observed to exist between the

varying stages of development. In order to progress to the next stage of development, USOs

had to overcome these barriers. There were many varying reasons in USO development

that resulted in the presence of such barriers. But the totality of these deficiencies is due

to a number of reasons. Inadequate human resources, inadequate capital and inadequate

capabilities. Each of these factors combined in a very evident manner in the form of resource

weaknesses. Unless the USOs were in a position to overcome these resources weaknesses, the

USOs did not have the capabilities to progress through the differing stages of development.

Inadequate resources were seen to be due to poor planning on behalf of the USO

entrepreneurial team. Such a factor resulted in the USO not knowing what resources are

required now but more importantly in the future. This resulted as observed from the analysed

cases, the technology been developed for the wrong markets, sales teams with insufficient

experience been hired and an inability to acquire the required funding.Therefore capabilities

of the USO, in particular, the entrepreneurial management team showed how important it was

to have innovation leaders involved with the venture. Having such team members involved

in the USO will ensure that weakness will be identified.

Objective III: Use a grounded theory approach to develop a conceptual framework for detailing USO

development.

An attempt was made to improve on Vohora’s (2004) stage-based model using observations

made in this work. This entailed the hypothesis that it was the correct framing of the

technology that would in the long term ensure that the USOs would reach a stage of

sustainable returns. Framing of the technology, through relationship building with industry,

in a particular manner would result in internal resources and the external environment

being correctly aligned so as to allow for the development of resources, development of a

product/service and a sustained competitive advantage.

An important fact to acknowledge is the inherent feedback loop in this process. As the USOs

progresses through each process resources are used, acquired and re-configured. However if

a particular process fails, the technology associated with USOs will have to be re-framed. This

will result in having to return back to the first stage again and acquire the resources required

to “re-frame” the technology.

By identifying weaknesses the USO will be in a position to overcome the fact that a USO

is a resource limited venture. Therefore by identifying the inherent weaknesses in a USO,

the entrepreneurial team will be in a position to use the available resources and acquire the

required.
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